@werepjustice launched their first Impact Campaign Open Call, awarding impact campaigns to films/series addressing mass incarceration, and prioritizing projects that are helmed by people who are currently and formerly incarcerated.

Learn more and apply: http://repjustice.org/opencall

Twitter

Facebook/LinkedIn

Represent Justice [TAG] launched their first Impact Campaign Open Call, awarding in-kind impact campaigns to films/series addressing mass incarceration, and prioritizing projects that are helmed by people who are currently and formerly incarcerated.

Film teams can apply today for a 2024 impact campaign that is funded by Represent Justice, and that is collaboratively designed and led by their impact team.

Use your stories to change the justice system with a fully funded film impact campaign. Learn more and apply: http://repjustice.org/opencall

Instagram

@werepjustice launched their first Impact Campaign Open Call, awarding in-kind impact campaigns to films/series addressing mass incarceration, and prioritizing projects that are helmed by people who are currently and formerly incarcerated.

Film teams can apply today for a 2024 impact campaign that is funded by Represent Justice, and that is collaboratively designed and led by their impact team.

Use your stories to change the justice system with a fully funded film impact campaign. Learn more and apply at [the link in bio or repjustice.org/opencall]